
Mathematics 676-3 Homework (due Mar 10) A. Hulpke

24) Let G ≤ Sn be transitive with a unique block system with blocks of size m
∣∣n. Let 1 ∈ B be one block

in this system.

Show that NSn
(G)≤ NSm

(StabG(B)) oSn/m.

25) Let G = Sn and x ∈ G.

a) Using the cycle structure of x, describe CG(x).
b) Show that the automorphism group of 〈x〉 has order ϕ(n), where ϕ denotes the number of coprime

remainders modulo n..

c) Let S ≤ G ≤ Sm. Show that there is a homomorphism NG(S)→ Aut(S) with kernel CG(S). Using this

homomorphism, describe a method to compute the normalizer of a cyclic group, based on the computation

of centralizers and tests of element conjugacy.

26) Let S = StabD8
(1) and consider S ≤ D8 ≤ S4. Using the imprimitive permutation action of S4 on the

cosets of S, construct the image of the embedding map µ:S4→ S4 oS3 ≤ S12.

27) (Bonus problem – Structure of Sylow subgroups of Sn) For a prime p, we denote by Cp the cyclic

group of order p.

a) Show that the iterated wreath product

(· · ·((Cp oCp) oCp) o · · ·) oCp︸ ︷︷ ︸
m-fold product

(i.e. for m = 1, we get Cp, for m = 2 we get Cp oCp, &c.) can be represented by permutations on pm points,

and show that its order is p1+p+p2+···+pm−1

.

b) Let n be a natural number and k = logp(n). Consider n written as a sum of p-powers

n =
k

∑
i=0

ai p
i

Show that the power of p that divides n! is exactly

p

(
k

∑
i=1

ai ·

(
i−1

∑
j=0

p j

))

c) (CAUCHY) For a natural n, describe the structure of the p-Sylow subgroups of Sn as direct products of

wreath products.

Hint: Consider first the case that n is a pure power of p.

28) Let p be a prime G≤ Sp generated by two p-cycles. Show that G must be simple.

29) Let G be a transitive group of degree p or p2 for p prime. Show that G contains a regular subgroup

(which is of type Cp2 or Cp×Cp).

Hint: Consider a p-Sylow subgroup and use the structure of a Sylow subgroup of Sp, respectively Sp2 .


